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ICIS 2023 Paper AWARDS

ICIS 2023 Best Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang

- Ellenrieder, Sara; Kattina, Emma Marlene; Pumplun, Luisa; Gawitza, Joshua Felix; Ziegelmayer, Sebastian; and Buxmann, Peter, *Promoting Learning Through Explainable Artificial Intelligence: An Experimental Study in Radiology* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/learnandiscurricula/learnandiscurricula/3/](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/learnandiscurricula/learnandiscurricula/3/)

ICIS 2023 Best Complete Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang, Runner Up

- Lippert, Isabell; Kirchner, Kathrin; Wiener, Martin; and Saunders, Carol, *Job Crafting in The Era of Algorithmic Management* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/techandfow/techandfow/11/](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/techandfow/techandfow/11/)

ICIS 2023 Best Short Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang

- Kahdan, Manoj; Hartwich, Nicole Janine; Salge, Oliver; and Cichy, Patrick, *Navigating Uncertain Waters: How Organizations Respond to Institutional Pressure in Times of the Looming EU AI Act* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/gov_strategy/gov_strategy/12/](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/gov_strategy/gov_strategy/12/)

ICIS 2023 Best Short Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang, Runner Up

- Bello Rinaudo, Nadia; Matook, Sabine; and Dennis, Alan, *AI Algorithms and Time Experience in Social Media: Explaining Discontinued Use* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/socmedia_digcollab/socmedia_digcollab/23/](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/socmedia_digcollab/socmedia_digcollab/23/)

ICIS 2023 Best Impact Paper Award, in Recognition of Nunamaker-Chen

- Kleiner, Romina; Hartwich, Nicole; Antons, David, *Enhancing Perceived Fairness of AI-Based Personnel Selection Procedures: The Role of AI Certification* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/aiinbus/aiinbus/20/](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/aiinbus/aiinbus/20/)

ICIS 2023 Best Impact Paper Award, in Recognition of Nunamaker-Chen, Runner Up

- Herbe, Amandine; *Leveraging Cloud Computing and Software-as-a-Service to Build Sustainable and Resilient Supply Chains* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/emergpand/emergpand/2](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/emergpand/emergpand/2)

ICIS 2023 Best Student Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang

- Hu, Manting; LIN, Qingyuan; Zhang, Denghui; Lu, Angela; Junming, Liu; Xiong, Hui; *Graph Learning of Multifaceted Motivations for Online Engagement Prediction in Counter-party Social Networks* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/dab_sc/dab_sc/11](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/dab_sc/dab_sc/11)

ICIS 2023 Best Student Paper Award, in Honor of TP Liang, Runner Up

- Svendsrud, Daniel; Paparova, Dragana; *Data Hierarchies: The Emergence of an Industrial Data Ecosystem* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/diginnoventren/diginnoventren/14](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/diginnoventren/diginnoventren/14)

ICIS 2023 Best Design Science Paper Award

- Tokerud, Simen; Jensen, Jarand; Niemimaa, Marko; Järveläinen, Jonna; *Designing Extended Zero Trust Maturity Model – From Technical to Socio-Technical* (2023), [https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/cyber_security/cyber_security/6](https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/cyber_security/cyber_security/6)
ICIS 2023 Best Design Science Paper Runner-Up

- Pinski, Marc; Haas, Miguel; Anjuli; AiLingo – A Design Science Approach to Advancing Non-Expert Adults’ AI Literacy (2023). (https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/learnandiscurricula/learnandiscurricula/10)

ICIS 2023 Best Kauffman Paper Award

- Kumar, Anaya; Shirish, Anuragini; What triggers digital employee advocacy behavior? (2023). (https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/user_behav/user_behav/4)

ICIS 2023 Best Kauffman Paper Runner-Up


Best AE in Each Track

- Jing Gong, University of Virginia, Track 1 Conf Topic
- Zach Lee, The University of Leicester, Track 2 General
- Craig van Slyke, Louisiana Tech University, Track 3 Learning
- Wietse Van Osch, HEC Montreal, Track 4 Digital Technologies and the Future of Work
- Melody Zou, Warwick University, Track 5 Societal Impact of IS
- Laura Amo, State University of New York at Buffalo, Track 6 Cybersecurity and Privacy
- Bingqing Xiong, Deakin University, Track 7 Blockchain
- Shi-Ying Lim, National University of Singapore, Track 8 Sharing Economy, Platforms, and Crowds
- Randy WONG, The University of Auckland, Track 9 Human Technology Interaction
- Hamid Jafari-Saremi, Colorado State University, Track 10 AI, Business and Society
- Kai Spohrer, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management, Track 11 IS Design, Development and Project Management
- Rob Gleasure, Copenhagen Business School, Track 12 ImplAndAdopt
- Zhiya Zhu, City University Hong Kong, Track 13 DataAnalytics
- Hossein Ghasemkhani, Purdue, Track 14 Digital Innovation
- Brent Kitchen, University of Virginia, Track 15 Social Media and Digital Collaboration
- Reza Mousavi, University of Virginia, Track 16 Information Systems in Healthcare
- Supunmali Ahangama, University of Moratuwa, Track 17 IoT, Smart Cities, Services, and Government
- Paul Talen, Loyola University Maryland, Track 18 Governance, Digital Strategy, and Value
- Thomas Grisold, University of St. Gallen, Track 19 Processes
- Frazer McAlpine, University of Virginia, Track 20 Methods, Theory, and Philosophy Track
- Max Neria, University of Göttingen, Track 21 User Behaviors, User Engagement, and Consequences
- Saikat Mandal, City University of Hong Kong, Track 22 Digital and Mobile Commerce
- Biagio Palese, Northern Illinois University, Track 23 Practice-oriented Research

Best Reviewer in Each Track

- Xuenan HUO, City University of Hong Kong, Track 1 Conf Topic
- Nina Hott, University of Bamberg, Track 2 General
- Xinyin Tan, Track 3 Learning
- Julian Prest, The University of Sydney, Track 4 Digital Technologies and the Future of Work
- Evelyn Ng, The University of Sydney, Track 5 Societal Impact of IS
- Kevin Cleary, Track 6 Cybersecurity and Privacy
- Xiaoyang Tang, Track 7 Blockchain
- Alper Beser, University Duisburg-Essen, Track 8 Sharing Economy, Platforms, and Crowds
- ZHU Feifei, Track 9 Human Technology Interaction
- Mylene Struijk, Tilburg University, Track 10 AI, Business and Society
- Satish Mahadevan Srinivasan, University of Nebraska - Omaha, Track 11 IS Design, Development and Project Management
- Camille Grange, HEC Montreal, Track 12 ImplAndAdopt
- Ling Jiang, Track 13 DataAnalytics
- Lieslote Danneels, Track 14 Digital Innovation
- Brent Kitchen, University of Virginia, Track 15 Social Media and Digital Collaboration
- Alfred Castillo – Florida International University, Track 16 Information Systems in Healthcare
- Pramukh Vyas, IMM Kozhikode, Track 17 IoT, Smart Cities, Services, and Government
- Yulia Litvinova, WHU, Germany, Track 18 Governance, Digital Strategy, and Value
- Assia Lasfer, Laval University, Track 19 Processes
- Tanner Skoos, University of Georgia, Track 20 Methods, Theory, and Philosophy Track
- Mohammad Almatzooq, Track 21 User Behaviors, User Engagement, and Consequences
- Eunorita Karappurumetti, Track 22 Digital and Mobile Commerce
- Cynthia Beath, University of Texas at Austin, Track 23 Practice-oriented Research

ICIS 2023 Best Paper Nominees

- Pinski, Marc; Haas, Miguel; Anjuli; AiLingo – A Design Science Approach to Advancing Non-Expert Adults’ AI Literacy (2023). (https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/learnandiscurricula/learnandiscurricula/10)
- Kumar, Anaya; Shirish, Anuragini; What triggers digital employee advocacy behavior? (2023). (https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2023/user_behav/user_behav/4)